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Abstract
In this paper, it is proved that the word problem for congruences generated by subsets
of {(abc; acb) | a∈A ∪ {}; b; c∈A} is NP-hard. These congruences are a generalization of
Mazurkiewicz’s traces.
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1. Introduction
The classical models to describe sequential computing, including the free monoid,
turned out irrelevant for parallel machines and distributed computing, so people looked
for some new models. Petri invented his nets which are usually regarded rather rel-
evant representations of parallelism, and they have been widely studied (see [29] for
overview). Another important model was introduced by Mazurkiewicz [25] and called
trace. (Well, it was in fact >rst introduced by Cartier and Foata [8] for combinatorial
purposes, and called partially commutative monoid.) Traces are the classes of con-
gruences on A∗ generated by subsets of {(ab; ba) | a; b∈A}, the letters represent the
actions to be executed, the letters which commute being the ones which represent “in-
dependent” actions and words are the linearizations of executions. This model has also
been widely studied (see [11,13] for overviews). Though pretty useful, traces are far to
describe as much as Petri nets, so people extended the model to catch up with a little
more phenomena. Let us quote in>nite traces [11,12,14,15,18,26], semi-commutations
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[9,10] with a non-symmetric “semi-congruence”, where you might be able to transform
a word according to a rule ab→ ba, but not transform it back, local trace [16,17] in
close connection with Petri nets, traces with multisets [31]. A complete list of exist-
ing models would also include those based on automata, on partial orders, on events
structures, etc. Many papers aim to >nd connexions between the diFerent models.
The aim of this paper is to study an extension of Mazurkiewicz traces, where the
congruence is not generated by relations in {(ab; ba)}, but by relations in {(cba; cab)},
which means that the independence of letters, that is of actions, is not any more
the global phenomenon it is in Mazurkiewicz’s traces, but is local and depends on
the immediate past. Past-dependent traces were introduced by Lacaze [19], where she
studies properties related to recognizability, and were studied in [5–7].
The model de>nes which words are the representations of a same “program”, and a
natural question is how does one know whether two words represent the same program,
that is, how does one know whether two words are equivalent. Given a >nitely gener-
ated congruence, this problem is called the word problem. It is undecidable in general,
but is of course decidable for the congruences we are studying, since the length of
the words is an invariant of the relation. The bad news, that will be proved in this
paper, is that this word problem is NP-hard (it is almost linear for Mazurkiewicz’s
traces).
It might happen though that some algorithm works rather well in many practical
examples. For example, one could build and use the pre>x graphs (see [7]), which
answer the word problem for the producer=consumer paradigm in quadratic time. One
might look also for restrictions on the relations (that would for example induce some
“diamond” or “cube” properties) that would enable good algorithms.
2. Denitions
Denitions 2.1. A relation R on a set E is a subset of E×E. A pair (x; y)∈R will
often be denoted by x=y. Let A be an alphabet and R a (>nite) relation on A∗ (the
free monoid on A), the congruence ∼R generated by R is the reIexive, symmetric and
transitive closure of {(u; v) | ∃p; x; y; s∈A∗; u=pxs; v=pys; (x; y)∈R}. It is said that
∼R is presented by R. A congruence is >nitely presented if it is presented by a >nite
relation. Note that two words u and v satisfy u∼R v iF there are an integer N and words
(ui)i∈<0; N = such that u= u0, v= uN and for every i∈ <1; N =, there are words p; x; y; s such
that ui−1 =pxs, ui =pys, and (x; y)∈R∪R−1. Such a sequence (ui)i∈<0; N = is a (u; v)-
sequence, N is its length, and each pair (ui−1; ui) is one of its elementary steps. For
example, if R=(aab; ba), then baaaaab∼R aabbaa due to the sequence of replacements
(underlined factors are those to be replaced next) baaaaab; baaaba; babaa; aabbaa.
Denition 2.2. A congruence is a Parikh congruence iF x∼y⇒ (∀a∈A; |x|a= |y|a),
where |u|a denotes the number of occurrences of a in the word u.
In Parikh congruences, instead of considering that factors are replaced, we will con-
sider that letters are shifted. Parikh congruences are used as models of parallelism,
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where a letter is an action, an equivalence class is a parallel program, and a word is
a linearized ordered execution of the program.
Denition 2.3. A Mazurkiewicz congruence is a congruence generated by a subset of
{(ab; ba) | a; b∈A}
In Mazurkiewicz congruences, letters are commuting according to context-free rules
(letters which can commute are said to be independent). These congruences have been
widely studied and are acknowledged as being a simple, full of properties and a relevant
model for parallelism. The drawback to their simplicity is that they miss some features
of parallelism, including context-dependent independence. Indeed, consider the follow-
ing much used “consumer–producer paradigm”: The alphabet is A= {p; c}, where p
stands for Production and c stands for Consumption. The “correct” words are those
where, for every i, the ith production occurs before the ith consumption. (This prop-
erty will be called the Dyck condition.) Two words which satisfy the Dyck condition
are regarded equivalent iF they have as many p’s and c’s as each other (and they are
equivalent to no other word that does not satisfy the Dyck condition). In particular, the
class of pncn should be the set of Dyck words of length 2n, for example, the class of
p3c3 is {pppccc; ppcpcc; ppccpc; pcppcc; pcpcpc}. It is not hard to see that this is
not a Mazurkiewicz congruence, but it turns out to be the restriction to correct words
of the congruence generated by R= {ppc=pcp}. In order to capture this kind of
phenomena, Lacaze [19], then Biermann and Rozoy [6] introduced left-context traces.
We will restrict to the following generalization of Mazurkiewicz congruences:
Denition 2.4. A 1LC-congruence is a congruence generated by a subset of {(cab; cba)
| a; b∈A; c∈A∪{}}.
1LC stands for 1-letter left context. The left context dependence seems pretty sensi-
ble in terms of executions since it means that independence depends on the past. The
restriction to 1-letter means that the dependence is on the very last executed action.
Its relevance is not as clear as the left-context one, but in this paper, a negative result
is given (hardness of the word problem) and to get it with contexts restricted to length
1 just makes the result stronger.
The consumer producer paradigm and all Mazurkiewicz congruences are 1LC-
congruences.
Denitions 2.5. Let A be an alphabet, let R be a >nite relation and let ∼ be the
congruence generated by R. For every two words u and v in A∗, the question whether
u∼ v is the (A; R; u; v) word problem. The (A; R) word problem is to get an algorithm
to solve all (A; R; u; v) word problems. If C is a class of congruences, the C word
problem is to get an algorithm to solve all (A; R; u; v) word problems, where ∼R are
in the class C.
Let F be the class of all >nitely presented relations and let F1 be the class of
congruences generated by a relation of cardinality 1. It is known that the F world
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problem is undecidable [22,28]. There are explicit universal examples (A; R) in F
such that the (A; R) word problem is undecidable [23,24,30]. It is still open to question
whether the F1 word problem is decidable [2–4,20,21,27].
The word problem is obviously decidable for the class P of >nitely generated Parikh
congruences. It is nicely decidable for the class M of Mazurkiewicz congruences since
there is a (card A)× |u| complexity algorithm (due to algorithm 2.10 in [1]). The aim
of this paper is to study the complexity of the word problem for the class 1LC of
1LC-congruences. It will be >rst shown that the 1LC word problem is NP-hard, then
it will be exhibited an explicit 1LC-congruence (A; R) which is kind of universal and
whose word problem is NP-hard.
Denition 2.6. Let u and v be two words, the shuLe of u and v is {w∈A∗ | ∃N ∈N;
∃ (un)n∈<1; N = ∈ (A∗)N ; ∃ (vn)n∈<1; N = ∈ (A∗)N such that u= u1 : : : uN ; v= v1 : : : vN ; w=
u1 v1 u2 v2 : : : uN vN} and is denoted by u v. If U and V are two sets of words,
their shuLe U V is
⋃
u∈U;v∈V u v.
3. The 1LC word problem is NP-hard
The NP-hardness of the 1LC word problem is proved by the reduction of the
SATis>ability problem.
Let V1; : : : ; VN be N boolean variables, and let
∧p
j=1(
∨qj
k=1‘j; k) be a boolean expres-
sion in conjunctive normal form on the variables Vi. Every ‘j; k is a literal, that is,
is Vi j; k or ¬Vi j; k for some integer ij; k . This expression is satis>able iF the boolean
variables can be assigned some boolean values so that the value of the expression is
“true”.
Example 3.1. With three variables, the expression
(V1 ∨ V2 ∨ V3) ∧ (¬V1 ∨ ¬V2 ∨ ¬V3) ∧ (V1 ∨ ¬V2) ∧ (V2 ∨ ¬V3)
is satis>able due to, for example, the assignments V1← true; V2← false; V3← false.
It is well known that the SAT problem, to >gure out whether an expression is
satis>able, is NP-complete. Let us now encode the SAT problem into a 1LC word
problem.
Congruence 3.2. Let B= {T; F} be the set of booleans, where T stands for “true”
and F for “false”.
Let A be the alphabet {#;  ; !}∪ {Ai; b | i∈ <1; N =; b∈B}∪ {Li; b | i∈ <1; N =; b∈B}
The letter A stands for “assignment”, and Ai; b stands for “the variable Vi is assigned
the boolean b”. The letter L stands for “literal”, Li;T stands for the literal Vi and Li;F
stands for ¬Vi.
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Let R be the union of the sets:
{Ai;b Aj;c = Aj;c Ai;b | ∀i; j; b; c}1;
{Li;b Lj;c = Lj;c Li;b | ∀i; j; b; c}2;
{Ai;¬b Ai;b # = Ai;¬b #Ai;b | ∀i; b}3;
{Ai;b  ! = Ai;b !  | ∀i; b}4;
{Ai;b Aj;c Li;b = Ai;b Li;b Aj;c | ∀i; j; b; c}5;
{Li;b Aj;c Lk;d = Li;b Lk;d Aj;c | ∀i; j; k; b; c; d}6;
{Li;b Aj;c # = Li;b #Aj;c | ∀i; j; b; c}7;
{Ai;b Li;b = Li;b Ai;b | ∀i; b}8:
Theorem 3.3. The expression E=
∧p
j=1(
∨qj
k=1 ‘j; k) on the variables V1; : : : ; VN is satis-
<able i= uE !∼R uE! where uE =(
∏N
i=1(Ai;TAi;F)) # (
∏p
j=1((
∏qj
k=1 ‘j; k) #)).
Note the abuse of language: ‘j; k denotes both the literal in the expression, and the
corresponding letter Li; b in the alphabet. Other abuses will be done, and the expression∨qj
k=1‘j; k and the word
∏qj
k=1 ‘j; k will be identi>ed. The assignment Vi ← true (resp.
false) and the letter Ai;T (resp. Ai;F) will be identi>ed. Therefore, things such as “the
expression L2; T L5; F that is satis>ed by the assignments A1; FA2; T A5; T ” will be written.
Proof. Part 1: If the expression E is satis>able, then uE  ! ∼R uE !  .
Instead of a formal and unreadable proof, here is an unwound example, namely the
one from the beginning of the section. It is quite clear that it generalizes.
Example 3.4. The word uE =A1; T A1; F A2; T A2; F A3; T A3; F # L1; T L2; T L3; T# L1; F L2; F L3; F
# L1; T L2; F# L2; T L3; F # E is satis>able, thanks to the assignments A1; T A2; FA3; F .
Before starting to move letters, let us have a >rst look at the rules:
According to rule 1, A letters are commuting with each other, which means that a
sequence of A’s can be regarded as a set of A’s.
According to rule 2, L letters are also commuting with each other, so, as for A’s,
sequences of L’s are regarded as sets of L’s. Moreover, no rule allows an L to commute
with a #, so that if A’s are erased, the word is a >xed sequence of sets of L’s, separated
by #’s. The relevant moves are therefore the moves of the A’s.
In uE  !, the greek letters are stuck at the end of the word (there is no rule to
commute a greek letter with a non-greek letter), and the only way to commute  and
! is to use rule 4 which requires an A left context. Therefore, we will have to push
an A to the right end of uE in order to swap  and !.
Traveling A’s have to cross >rst the leftmost #. Only rules 3 and 7 enable an A to
commute with a #. Since rule 7 requires an L left context, and since there is no such
L left of the leftmost # (and there will never be), rule 3 has to be used.
Note that Ai; b needs an Ai;¬ b left context to cross the leftmost #. Consequently, Ai; b
and Ai;¬ b cannot cross both, which means that what moves right of the leftmost #
must be a non-contradictory set of assignments.
In order to succeed in bringing an A to the very right of uE , the assignments which
are chosen to cross the leftmost # are assignments which make the formula true, namely
A1; T A2; F A3; F .
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Let us proceed.
Let us make A3; F cross #. Since it is already in front of # and since A3; T is already
behind it, rule 3 just needs to be applied:
A1,T A1,F A2,T A2,F A3,T A3,F # L1,T L2,T L3,T # L1,F L2,F L3,F # L1,T L2,F # L2,T L3,F #
  
A1,T A1,F A2,T A2,F A3,T # A3,F L1,T L2,T L3,T # L1,F L2,F L3,F # L1,T L2,F # L2,T L3,F #
Now, A2; F crosses #. Rule 1 is used to shift A2; F and A2; T so that A2; F follows A2; T
and is in front of #, then rule 3 is used to make A2; F cross #.
Next, A1; T crosses #. The technique is the same as for A2; F :
A1,T A1,F A2,T A2,F A3,T # A3,F L1,T L2,T L3,T # L1,F L2,F L3,F # L1,T L2,F # L2,T L3,F #
 
 
 
 
 
  
A1,T A1,F A3,T A2,T A2,F # A3,F L1,T L2,T L3,T # L1,F L2,F L3,F # L1,T L2,F # L2,T L3,F #
 
 
A1,T A1,F A3,T A2,T # A2,F A3,F L1,T L2,T L3,T # L1,F L2,F L3,F # L1,T L2,F # L2,T L3,F #
  
 
 
A3,T A2,T A1,F # A1,T A2,F A3,F L1,T L2,T L3,T # L1,F L2,F L3,F # L1,T L2,F # L2,T L3,F #
  
To go further, an A in A1; T A2; F A3; F and an L in L1; T L2; T L3; T with the same indexes
are looked for. Since the expression is satis>ed by the assignments, some can be found,
here: A1; T and L1; T . Rule 2 is used to move L1; T left of the other two L’s (here it
does not move since it is already on the left). Rule 1 is used to move A1; T so that it
is on the left context of an A (namely A3; F) in front of L1; T .
A3,T A2,T A1,F # A1,T A2,F A3,F L1,T L2,T L3,T # L1,F L2,F L3,F # L1,T L2,F # L2,T L3,F #
 
  
A3,T A2,T A1,F # A2,F A1,T A3,F L1,T L2,T L3,T # L1,F L2,F L3,F # L1,T L2,F # L2,T L3,F #
 
 
Rule 5 is now used to make A3; F cross the >rst L. Note that rule 5 requires the A
left context and the L to have the same indexes so it is important here to have found
an A and a L with the same indexes.
A3,T A2,T A1,F # A2,F A1,T A3,F L1,T L2,T L3,T # L1,F L2,F L3,F # L1,T L2,F # L2,T L3,F #
 
  
A3,T A2,T A1,F # A2,F A1,T L1,T A3,F L2,T L3,T # L1,F L2,F L3,F # L1,T L2,F # L2,T L3,F #
 
  
 
 
Since A3; F has now crossed a >rst L, the L left contexts can be used
to apply rule 6 to make A3; F cross the others L’s, then rule 7 to make it
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cross the #:
A3,T A2,T A1,F # A2,F A1,T L1,T A3,F L2,T L3,T # L1,F L2,F L3,F # L1,T L2,F # L2,T L3,F #
 
 
A3,T A2,T A1,F # A2,F A1,T L1,T L2,T L3,T # A3,F L1,F L2,F L3,F # L1,T L2,F # L2,T L3,F #
The job just done for A3; F is now done for A2; F :
A1; T has helped every other A to cross the L’s and the #. So now, let us also make
it cross. First, it crosses the >rst L. To do so, let us use rule 8 which requires no left
context, but requires the indexes of the A and of the L to be the same. Note that to
make A1; T cross the >rst L, diFerent rules than for the previous A’s are used.
As for the other A’s, rules 6 then rules 7 are used to push A1; T to the right of
the #
The same technique is used to make the assignments cross the other three clauses.
This is possible since they satisfy each of them.
Let us denote by v the latter word. Since v ends with an A, v !∼ v !  holds, and
since uE ∼ v, uE  !∼ v  !∼ v !  ∼ uE !  holds.
Part 2: If the expression E is not satis>able, then uE  !  R uE !  .
Assume E is not satis>able. If uE  !∼ v, then
 v=w  ! for some word w.
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 The positions in v of the L’s with respect to the #’s are the same as in u.
 ∀i, Ai;T and Ai;F are not both on the right of the >rst #.
 ∀j0: Let r, (ik)16k6r , (i′k)16k6N−r and (bk)16k6r be integers and booleans such that
{ik | 16k6r}∪ {i′k | 16k6N−r}= <1; N = and such that {Ai1 ; b1 ; : : : ; Air ; br} is the set
ℵj0 of A’s which are on the right of the >rst L on the right of the
j0th#. If ℵj0 is non-empty, then there are values b′i for every i∈ <1; N − r= such
that the expression
∧j0
j=1(
∨qj
k=1‘j; k) (note that it is
∧j0
j=1 instead of
∧p
j=1 for the full
expression) is satis>ed by Ai1 ; b1 ; : : : ; Air ; br ; Ai′1 ; b′1 ; : : : ; Ai′N−r ;b′N−r .
The proof of this claim is by induction on the number of elementary steps
(i.e. the number of times a rule in R is used in the “path” to go from uE  !
to v):
The properties are satis>ed by uE  !.
Let p; s; x; y be such that v0 =pxs satis>es the properties, and such that (x; y)∈
R∪R−1. Let v1 =pys:
• In the word v0, the set of A’s after the >rst L in the last clause must be empty,
otherwise, according to the 4th diamond property, it could be enlarged into a set
of assignments satisfying the expression, which is absurd since E is not satis>able.
Therefore, the letter preceding  ! in v0 is not an A. Therefore, the rule used from
v0 to v1 is not rule 4. Therefore, v1 satis>es the 1st diamond property, i.e. its tail
is  !
• (v0 satis>es 2nd and 3rd diamond properties) ⇒ (v1 satis>es 2nd and 3rd diamond
properties) is straightforward (simple checking).
• (v0 satis>es the 4th diamond property) ⇒ (v1 satis>es the 4th diamond property) is
rather obvious if the rule which is used is not among rule 5 or 8, or if it is among
rule 5 or 8 but that the Li; b of the rule is a not a leftmost L after a # in the word.
If Ai; b Aj; c Li; b=Ai; b Li; b Aj; c is the rule used and that Li; b is a leftmost L after the
j1th #, then: If the rule is used “from right to left”, it is obvious again. If it is
used from “left to right”, the property is clearly satis>ed for every j0 = j1. If j1 = 1,
then one can add Ai; b to the set of A’s on the right of the L and that makes the
>rst clause satis>ed. If j1 =1, consider the set S of A’s in v0 on the right of the
>rst L after the (j1 − 1)th #. This set includes Ai; b so it is non-empty. Therefore, it
can be enlarged to satisfy the (j1 − 1)th >rst clause. But S includes Ai; b. Therefore
the enlargement includes Ai; b also and therefore the enlargement satis>es also the
(j1)th clause and, therefore, it satis>es the >rst j1 clause. The enlargement of S is an
enlargement of the set of A’s in v1 on the right of the >rst L after the j1th #, so the
property is satis>ed for j0 = j1 again. A similar proof shows that if Ai; b Li; b=Li; b Ai; b
is the rule used and that Li; b is a leftmost L after the j1th #, then also the result
holds.
Therefore v1 satis>es the diamond properties.
So by induction, v satis>es the properties. So it cannot be uE !  which is therefore
not equivalent to uE  !.
As a corollary, we get
Theorem 3.5. The 1LC word problem is NP-hard.
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4. A 1LC congruence whose word problem is NP-hard
The alphabet, as well as the set R of relations, in the 1LC congruence in the
previous section, is not constant (it grows with the number of variables in the boolean
expression to simulate). In this section, an explicit 1LC congruence (A; R) is given,
which can simulate all 1LC congruences, in the sense that a word problem on any
1LC congruence can be reduced to a word problem in (A; R). In fact, this explicit 1LC
congruence can simulate all >nitely generated context congruences, that is congruences
generated by >nite subsets of {(xaby; xbay) | a; b∈A; x; y∈A∗}. Since the size of the
simulating problem is polynomial in the size of the simulated problem, it will imply
that the (A; R) word problem is NP-hard.
Congruence 4.1. ¬ 0 and ¬ 1 denote, respectively, 1 and 0.
Let A= {0; 1; N0; N1; 1ˆ; C; t; s; ‘; L;M; C0; C1} and let R be

∀x = s :
xC =1 Cx
tCs =2 tsC
∀i ∈ {0; 1};
∀x ∈ {t; N0; N1; 1ˆ; ‘} :
Cix =3 Cxi
∀i ∈ {0; 1} :
tis =4 tsi
LC0C1 =5 LC1C0
∀i ∈ {0; 1} :
MLCi =6 MCiL
iMCi =7 iCiM
‘iCi =8 ‘Cii
CiiM =9 CiMi
‘MCi =10 ‘CiM
CiiL =11 CiLi
LiC¬i =12 LC¬i i
Cts =13 Cst
st1 =14 s1t
∀Nx ∈ {N0; N1; 1ˆ};
∀x ∈ {0; 1} :
Nxtx =15 Nxxt
∀Nx ∈ {N0; N1; 1ˆ} :
Nxt1ˆ =16 Nx1ˆt
0t N0 =17 0N0t
1t N1 =18 1N1t
1t1ˆ =19 11ˆt
N1t‘ =20 N1‘t
tML =21 tLM
‘tL =22 ‘Lt
N1‘L =23 N1L‘
‘tM =24 ‘Mt
L‘M =25 LM‘
N1LM =26 N1ML
∀x ∈ {0; 1};
∀Nx;∈ {N0; N1; 1ˆ} :
xM Nx =27 x NxM
NxMx =28 NxxM
NxM 1ˆ =29 Nx1ˆM
∀x ∈{ N0; N1; 1ˆ} :
M1x =30 Mx1
M10 =31 M01


Theorem 4.1. ∼R Can simulate any 1LC word problem. Let D= {b0; b1; b2; : : : ; bn−1}
be an alphabet, let S be a 1LC relation on D, let u and v be two words in D∗, let
( be the morphism from D∗ to A∗ de<ned by ((bi)= 0i1 for every i∈ <0; n− 1=, let )
be de<ned as
)((bibjbk ; bibkbj)) = t s N1 N0
i N1 N0
min(j;k)
1ˆ N0
|j−k|
1ˆ N0
min(j;k) N1 ‘M LC0 C1;
)(( bjbk ; bkbj)) = t s N1 N0
min(j;k)
1ˆ N0
|j−k|
1ˆ N0
min(j;k) N1 ‘M LC0 C1;
)(S) =
∏
r∈S
)(r):
Then the following equivalence holds:
u ∼S v ⇔ 1((u) )(S) C ∼R 1((v) )(S) C:
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Example 4.3. Let D= {a; b; c}, S = {ab= ba; bac= bca}, u= abacb and v= abcab.
The morphism ( is de>ned by ((a)= 1, ((b)= 01, ((c)= 001. Obviously u∼S v. Let
us claim that
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 t s N1 1ˆ N0 1ˆ N1 ‘M LC0 C1 t s N1 N0 N1 1ˆ N0 N0 1ˆ N1 ‘M LC0 C1 C
∼ 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 t s N1 1ˆ N0 1ˆ N1 ‘M LC0 C1 t s N1 N0 N1 1ˆ N0 N0 1ˆ N1 ‘M LC0 C1 C
The meaning of the letters in A: The word 1((u) is the encoding of u. Note that to
transform the encoding of xbibjy to an encoding of xbjbiy means to replace a 10i10 j1
factor by a 10 j10i1 factor, which is done by shifting a 1. If u and v are two words
with the same number of each letter, the only diFerence between the encodings of u
and of v are the positions of the 1’s.
These 1-shifts will be performed, thanks to the encoding of the relation that is looked
at now:
Let us >rst have a look at the words on {N0; N1; 1ˆ}. Consider N1 N0i N1 N0min( j; k) 1ˆ N0|j−k| 1ˆ
N0
min( j; k) N1, for the relation (bibjbk ; bibkbj): If you transform N0’s and N1’s into 0’s and 1’s,
and if you transform one of the two 1ˆ’s into a 1, then you obtain either the encoding
of bibjbk or the one of bibkbj. In Example 4.3, the transformation of N1 N0 N1 1ˆ N0 N0 1ˆ N1 leads
to either 1010011 or to 1011001 which are the respective encodings of bca and bac.
This encoding of the relation will be used as follows: the encodings of the word and
of the relation are shuLed so to bring the relation onto the factor of the word to be
modi>ed. A device will check that a 0 is next to each N0, a 1 to each N1, and a 1 or
nothing to each 1ˆ. Then 0’s and 1’s are commuted, then the device will check back
that 0’s and 1’s are next to N0’s and N1’s, and a 1 or  to each 1ˆ. The only possible
resulting change in the word is precisely the one meant by the relation.
Let us have a look now at the letters surrounding the relation: an s and a t are on
the left. The s will stay on the left and t will travel to the right through the letters in
{N0; N1; 1ˆ}. The journey of t is the device that checks the correspondence between letters
in {0; 1} and those in {N0; N1; 1ˆ}.
Letter M is the one that Modi>es the order of 0’s and 1’s (see relation 31). This is
of course essential to transform ((u) into ((v), but the possibility of interchanging 0’s
and 1’s turns out to be a very dangerous power, and 0’s and 1’s need to be protected
from unintended misuse of M , which is the reason of the Locks ‘ and L. To free M
will require the presence of t.
It will be necessary to have 0’s and 1’s cross the relation encodings. That will be
done by the use of the Commutators C0 and C1 to cross the M area, and of C for the
rest of the relation encoding. Note that C travels rather freely through everything, with
a noteworthy exception: it cannot cross s while t is traveling. So during the process
of applying the relation, C will be stuck on left of s and will not be able to keep on
shuLing the word and the relation worked on.
Proof of the Proposition. Part 1: ∼S ⇒∼R.
Here again, let us unwind an example rather than make a formal proof.
Let us keep with Example 4.3 D= {a; b; c}, S = {ab= ba; bac= bca}, u= abacb,
v= abcab, ((a)= 1, ((b)= 01 and ((c)= 001. From u∼S v (apply bac= bca once), it
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must be deduced that
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 t s N1 1ˆ N0 1ˆ N1 ‘M LC0 C1 t s N1 N0 N1 1ˆ N0 N0 1ˆ N1 ‘M LC0 C1 C
∼ 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 t s N1 1ˆ N0 1ˆ N1 ‘M LC0 C1 t s N1 N0 N1 1ˆ N0 N0 1ˆ N1 ‘M LC0 C1 C:
So let us start with
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 t s N1 1ˆ N0 1ˆ N1 ‘M LC0 C1 t s N1 N0 N1 1ˆ N0 N0 1ˆ N1 ‘M LC0 C1 C:
The >rst step is to shuLe the word encoding and the relation encoding so that
1011001 (encoding of bac in the word) coincides with N1 N0 N1 1ˆ N0 N0 1ˆ N1 (encoding of
bac= bca). What is precisely aimed at is to get:
The commutator C is used to shift the letters. Let us >rst shift the rightmost 1.
Letter C picks 1 up: it gets next to it (relations 1 and 2):
and pushes 1 through t (relation 3t). Letter t pushes the 1 through s (relation 4). Letter
C gets next to 1 (relations 1t and 2):
Letter C pushes 1 through every letter in {N0; N1; 1ˆ} (relation 3) and follows 1
(relation 1). It pushes 1 through ‘ also (relation 3‘), but does not cross ‘ yet
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(it will later):
A speci>c commuter C1 is necessary to make 1 cross the M area. That commuter
is >rst switched with the other commuter C0 (relation 5):
then it goes to the left to pick up 1 (relations 6, 7 and 8):
then it pushes 1 through M (relation 9) and follows it (relation 10):
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then it pushes 1 through L (relation 11) and L pushes 1 through C0 (relation 12):
then C1 crosses L (relation 6):
and is switched with C0 back to its initial position (relation 5):
The reason we use such a complicated system around M (letters ‘ and L, no use
of C, but of Ci, a diFerent one for each i) is that we must imperatively avoid the
possibility of the system to move a 0 and a 1 next to an M to make an M01 factor,
just by the use of the relations which are meant to shuLe the word encoding and the
relation encoding. If we let that possibility to the system, then any 01 can be moved
next to M , then M01 can be changed to M10, and then 10 can be moved back, which
means the system can alter the word encoding regardless of the relations in S. Later,
we will “free” M which will modify the (0 + 1)∗ sequence and that will happen only
if there is a connection between the factor of the encoded word and the relation.
Letter C overtakes 1 (relation 1):
Letters C and 1 have crossed the >rst relation, they cross the second one with the
very same technique:
Next, the rightmost 0 is shifted. The technique is the same as for the 1. Letter C
goes left to pick up 0 and then pushes it to the right. Letter C0 is used to make
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0 cross M areas.
Next, the letters in the 1011001 factor are shifted so that they are next to the
corresponding letters in N1 N0 N1 1ˆ N0 N0 1ˆ N1. To do so, C picks up the 1 and pushes it to its
position. The technique is the same as previously. The only diFerence is the fact that
1 is not pushed as far as previously.
It is proceeded similarly with all the letters that have to be moved:
The >rst step (to shuLe the factor to be modi>ed with the relation to be performed)
is over.
The N1 N0 N1 1ˆ N0 N0 1ˆ N1 factor, for bac= bca, now wanted to be used to perform the relation
on the 1011001 encoding (for bac) to change it into 1010011 (for bca). To do so, a
1 needs to move.
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So what will be done in the second step is to move the 1 as follows:
Changing the order of 0’s and 1’s requires the use of Modi>er M , which needs to
be freed. To free M requires the presence of t which must travel. So, relation 13 is
used to make t cross s. Note that relation 13 requires a C left context, so C must be
there, and that C cannot cross s without a t left context (relation 2). Therefore, C is
stuck on the left of s as long as t is not back. Note also that, as long as t is not back,
no new 0 or 1 can arrive or leave the area limited by s and ‘ because a 0 or a 1
require a t and a C left context to cross s and ‘ (relations 4 and 3‘).
Next, t crosses the 0; 1; N0; N1; 1ˆ area and the ‘. To do so, relations 14–20 are used,
which require rather speci>c left contexts. Note that t succeeds to reach the immediate
right of ‘ only because the crossed word is in (0N0 + 1N1 + 11ˆ + 1ˆ)∗‘: what is here
is a device which checks that the correspondence between {0; 1}’s and {N0; N1; 1ˆ}’s is
properly done.
Since t is here, relations 21–26 can now be applied to free M . The reason why
this sequence is so complicated is that M must be kept from unintended misuse of
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relation 31.
Now M must be let loose: M will move the 1. First, M picks the 1 up (relations
27–29):
Then M pushes and follows the 1 (relations 30 and 31). In particular, the 1 is pushed
through 0’s thanks to relation 31:
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The move of the 1 is performed! Now, things are put back in order:
Letter M gets back to the lock area (relations 27–29):
Letter M is put back to its initial position (relations 26 backward to 21):
Letter t travels back left of s and checks the new correspondence between the 0’s
and 1’s and the N0’s, N1’s and 1ˆ’s (relations 20 to 14):
Step 2 is over.
The last step is to unshuLe the word encoding and the relation encoding. What was
done in step 1 is now done backward.
and the required word is obtained.
Part 2: ∼R⇒∼S . Recall that ¬ 0 and ¬ 1 denote, respectively, 1 and 0.
Notation: For every subset B of A, ,B is the morphism which erases every letter
but these in B. For example, ,{C;0;1}(0N0 1ˆ 0N0 1N1)= 001.
Lemma 4.4. If 1((u) )(S)C ∼R !, then there are words (zj)j∈<1::2 card(S)+1= and an index
jC ∈ <1::2 card(S) + 1= such that
1. != z1 z2 : : : z2 card(S)+1
2. For every j∈ <1::2 card(S) + 1=:
• If j is odd and j = jC , then zj ∈ (0 + 1)∗. In that case, let /j = zj.
• If j is odd and j= jC , then zj ∈ (0 + 1)∗C(0 + 1)∗. In that case, let /j =
,{0;1}(zj).
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• If j is even and j¡jC , then zj is A-shaped. In that case, let /j = 1A(zj) (see
below for the de<nitions of shape A and of 1A).
• If j is even and j= jC , then |zj|C =1, but C is not the <rst nor the last letter of
zj (A C at such a position would be transferred to zj−1 or zj+1), and ,A−{C}(zj)
is A-shaped. In that case, let /j = 1A(,A−{C}(zj)) (see below for the de<nitions
of shape A and of 1A).
• If j is even and j¿jC , then zj is A-, B- or C-shaped. In that case, let /j = 1A(zj),
/j = 1B(zj), /j = 1C(zj), respectively (see below for de<nitions of these shapes
and of the 1 functions).
3. For every p∈ <1; card(S)=, ,{N0;N1;1ˆ}(z2p)= ,{N0;N1;1ˆ}()(rp)) where rp is the pth relation
in S.
4. There is a word u′ ∈D∗ such that /1 /2 : : : /2 card(S)+1 = 1((u′) and u∼S u′.
A word z is A-shaped i= there is a value i∈{0; 1} such that z is recognized by the
following automaton:
Let 1A(z)= ,{0;1}(z)
A word z is B-shaped i= there is a value i∈{0; 1} such that z is recognized by the
following automaton and z satis<es condition B (de<ned below):
Condition B: A word z (which is recognized by the above automaton) satis<es
condition B i= one of the following two conditions holds, where u1, u2 and u3 are the
words such that z= su1tu2‘u3 and XB=(,{0}(u1u2) ,{1}(u1u2) ,{N0;N1;1ˆ}(u1u2))
∩ (0N0 + 1N1 + 11ˆ + 1ˆ)∗:
Condition B1: u1 ∈ (0N0 + 1N1 + 11ˆ + 1ˆ)∗(+ 0 + 1).
Condition B2: u2 ∈ (+ N0 + N1)(0N0 + 1N1 + 11ˆ + 1ˆ)∗ and XB = ∅.
If z satis<es B1, let 1B(z)= ,{0;1}(z)= ,{0;1}(u1 u2 u3), else let Nu be a word in XB
(let us say the <rst one in alphabetic order), and let 1B(z)= ,{0;1}( Nuu3).
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A word z is C-shaped i= there is a value i∈{0; 1} such that z is recognized by the
following automaton and z satis<es condition C (de<ned below):
Condition C: A word z (which is recognized by the above automaton) satis<es
condition C i= XC =(,{0}(v1) ,{1}(v1) ,{N0;N1;1ˆ}(v1))∩ (0N0 + 1N1 + 11ˆ + 1ˆ)∗ = ∅,
where v1, and v2 are the words such that z= v1‘v2. In that case, let Nv be a word in
XC (let us say the <rst one in alphabetic order), and let 1C(z)= ,{0;1}( Nvv2)
Proof. By induction on the length of a (1((u) )(S)C;!) sequence.
The statement is valid for !=1((u) )(S)C with jC =2 card(S) + 1, with, for each
q, z2q= )(rq) where rq is the qth relation in S, and with zp=  for odd p’s with the
two exceptions z1 = 1((u) and z2 card(S)+1 =C.
To prove the induction, we must check tediously that if it holds for != xy1z and
if (y1; y2) is a relation in R∪R−1, then it holds for xy2z.
In the following, comments are given on the most interesting cases (for many of
the other cases, it is enough to check there are “diamonds” in the automata, that is
that whenever there is a path labeled by y1, there is a path labeled by y2 with same
ends).
Relation 1: Note that if x= t, or if x is the last letter of a z2q, then C is transferred
from a word z to another one next to it, so that jC changes by ±1. Note that there
is no problem with the properties related to the conditions j¡jC , j= jC , j¿jC . In
particular, if jC changes from 2q − 1 to 2q, then z2q was allowed to be A-, B- or
C-shaped, and is now only allowed to be A-shaped. But that change of jC is possible
only if x= t, and if z2q is A-shaped (because B- and C-shaped words begin with
an s).
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Relation 3: Note that B- and C-shapes are not concerned. Note also that if x= t,
then i is transferred from z2q−1 to z2q (or from z2q to z2q−1) for some q, and that /2q−1
and /2q are changed without leading to a problem since /2q−1/2q is unchanged.
Relations 11 and 12: Letter i may be (relation 11) or is (relation 12) transferred
from z2q to z2q+1 (or from z2q+1 to z2q). Here again, /2q−1 and /2q are changed without
leading to a problem since /2q−1/2q is unchanged.
Relation 13: They transform an A-shaped word z2q into a B-shaped word (or the
converse). Note that 2q= jC+1. For the B-shaped word, condition B1 is satis>ed with
u= , so that /2q is the same for the A-shaped and for the B-shaped words.
Relations 14–19: They concern only B-shaped words. Note that these relations pre-
serve condition B1, lack of condition B1 and condition B2, so that there is no change
in /’s
Relation 20: It transforms a B-shaped word into a C-shaped word, or the converse.
Note that in that case (see the notations of conditions B and C), su1 = v1, u2 = ,
tu3 = v2. Therefore XB=XC . Thus the following key properties hold: (1) the >rst half
of condition B2 is satis>ed, (2) the second half of condition B2 is satis>ed iF condition
C is satis>ed, (3) ,{0;1}( Nuu3)= ,{0;1}( Nvv2) (these are the de>nitions of 1B(: : :) in case
B1 is not satis>ed, resp. the de>nition of 1C(: : :)). We look for a few more key
properties: Assume that B1 is satis>ed. Recall that u2 =  and observe that u1 ends
with a N1 (because we can apply relation 20). Thus u1 ∈XB which is therefore not
empty, so that (4) (if B1 is satis>ed), condition B2 is also satis>ed. Observe now
that at most two words may be in XB (the ,{N0;N1;1ˆ} projection cannot be changed, the
positions of 0’s and 1’s is >xed by the positions of N0’s, N1’s and 1ˆ’s with a small
freedom with respect to 1ˆ’s, but there are only two 1ˆ’s in the area), and that if there
are indeed two, their ,{0;1} projections encode the two sides of a relation in S. So either
u1 = Nu, or ,{0;1}(u1) and ,{0;1}( Nu) are the encodings of the two sides of a relation in
S. Thus (5) (if B1 is satis>ed) the words /1 /2 : : : /2 card(S)+1, and the one we would
have obtained if we pretended B1 is not satis>ed in the de>nition of 1B(z) where z
is the word where we are applying relation 20, are either equal, or they diFer only
by a factor carrying the encodings of the two sides of a relation in S. Thanks to the
>ve key lemmas, it is now easy to get the next induction step (There are four cases
to watch: transformation of a B-shaped word with condition B1 to a C-shaped word,
of a B-shaped one without condition B1, of a C-shaped one to a B-shaped one with
condition B1, and without condition B1).
Relation 26: Note that N1 is not hold by the same arrow in the diamond property.
Relations 27–31: They concern only C-shaped words. Note that these relations pre-
serve condition C and induce no change in /’s.
Lemma 4.4 is proved.
As a corollary, we get that 1((u) )(S)C ∼R 1((v) )(S)C⇒ u∼S v.
Thus, Theorem 4.1 is proved.
Note on the size of the simulation: The replacement of bi by 10i all by itself is
not polynomial, but it is bounded by the cardinality of D. The length of the encoding
of the word problem u∼S v on D is less than |u| ∗ |D| + |S| ∗ (3 ∗ |D| + 9) + 2 and,
therefore, the reduction is polynomial in size.
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The following is a corollary of that note and of Theorem 4.1:
Theorem 4.5. The (A; R) word problem is NP-hard.
5. Is the 1LC word problem NP? The length of 1LC-sequences
The question arises now to know if the 1LC word problem is NP. The author feels
it is not, but it seems of course quite hard to prove.
The simplest idea, when looking for an NP algorithm for the word problem, is to
use the fact that two words u and v are equivalent iF there is a (u; v)-sequence, and
to hope that such a sequence will be short enough.
In this section, it will be shown that this idea fails and that (u; v)-sequences may be
exponential in length.
Congruence 5.1. A length-preserving congruence with exponentially long sequences:
Let A= {0; 1; x; y; z} and ∼R be the congruence generated by
R =
{
1 x =1 x 0 y 0 =3 0y
0 x =2 1y y z =4 x z
}
Let n be an integer, let un=y 0n z and vn= x 0n z.
Claim 5.2. The words un and vn are ∼R equivalent, and the length of (un; vn)
sequences is larger than 2n.
Proof. Let us >rst prove that un∼R vn. To do so, we give a (un; vn) sequence:
• Start with un=y 0n z.
• Apply n times rule 3 to get 0n y z.
• Apply rule 4 to get 0n x z.
• Observe that, at that point, the word you have is wxz where w is the binary repre-
sentation with n digits of the integer 0.
• For k =0 to 2n − 2, transform the word you have, which is wxz where w is the
binary representation with n digits of the integer k, into w′xz where w′ is the binary
representation with n digits of the integer k + 1:
– Denote by m and p the word in (0+1)∗ and the integer such that w=m 0 1p and
w′=m 1 0p. So the word you have is m 0 1p x z.
– Apply p times rule 1 to get m 0 x 0p z.
– Apply rule 2 to get m 1y 0p z.
– Apply p times rule 3 to get m 1 0p y z.
– Apply rule 4 to get m 1 0p x z, which is the wanted word.
• At that point, the word you have is 1n x z.
• Apply n times rule 1 to get x 0n z, which is the word we wanted.
This proves that un∼R vn.
Observe that the length of this sequence is larger than 2n (The exact length is
2n+2−3). Let (xi)i∈<0;2n+2−3= be this (un; vn)-sequence. Observe that for each i, the only
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relation in R∪R−1 which can be applied to xi are the ones which transform it into
xi−1 (but for i=0 of course) and into xi+1 (but for 2n+2−3): So to say, the way from
un to vn is “deterministic”. Thus, this sequence is the only (un; vn)-sequence without a
repetition, and is, therefore, the shortest one.
Claim 5.2 is proved.
Congruence 5.3 (A context congruence with exponentially long sequences). We are
talking here of congruences generated by a <nite subset {(m !m′; m! m′) |  ; !∈
Alphabet; m; m′ ∈Alphabet∗}.
Let B= {a; b; c; d; f; z} and let ∼S be the congruence generated by
S =


∀i ∈ <1; 7= :
gi−1 = gi;
where :
g0 = bacfd
g1 = bcafd
g2 = cbafd
g3 = cabfd
g4 = cafbd
g5 = cfabd
g6 = cfadb
g7 = cfdab
∀i ∈ <1; 4= :
hi−1 = hi;
where :
h0 = abcfd
h1 = abcdf
h2 = bacdf
h3 = badcf
h4 = badfc
∀i ∈ <1; 6= :
ji−1 = ji;
where :
j0 = dfcab
j1 = dfacb
j2 = dfabc
j3 = dafbc
j4 = dabfc
j5 = adbfc
j6 = abdfc
∀i ∈ <1; 3= :
ki−1 = ki;
where :
k0 = dfcz
k1 = fdcz
k2 = fcdz
k3 = cfdz


:
Claim 5.4. Let n be an integer, let Nun=dfc (ab)n z and Nvn= cfd (ab)n z. The
words Nun and Nvn are ∼S equivalent, and the length of ( Nun; Nvn) sequences is larger
than 2n.
Proof. This is an encoding of Congruence 5.1:
• ab (resp. ba) encodes 0 (resp. 1).
• cfd (resp. dfc) encodes x (resp. y).
• z encodes.... z.
• Relations with g’s (resp. with h’s, resp. with j’s, resp. with k’s) encode relation 1
(resp. 2, resp. 3, resp. 4) of Congruence 5.1. Note how g0∼S g7, h0∼S h4, j0∼S j6
and k0∼S k3.
From the (un; vn)-sequence of Congruence 5.1, one builds a ( Nun; Nvn)-sequence with
length larger than 2n. To see that this is the shortest sequence, here again, we prove
that the way from Nun to Nvn is “deterministic”, and that the sequence is, therefore, the
only one without a repetition. To prove so, observe that in words w which are ∼S -
equivalent to Nu, there is one c, one d and one f, and that these three letters appear
in every word in {gi|i}∪ {hi|i}∪ {ji|i}∪ {ki|i}. Observe that such a word w contains
only one factor in {gi|i}∪ {hi|i}∪ {ji|i}∪ {ki|i} unless it contains two, in which case
these two are in {g0; g7; h0; h4; j0; j6; k0; k3}. Thus, only two (only one if w∈{ Nu; Nv})
relations in S may be applied: the one to obtain the previous-in-the-sequence word,
and the one to obtain the next-in-the-sequence word.
This proves Claim 5.4.
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Theorem 5.5. There exists a 1LC-context congruence with exponentially long se-
quences
Proof. Consider Congruence 4.1. We have seen how this congruence simulates every
1LC-congruence. In fact, with the same proof, it simulates every context congruence,
including Congruence 5.3. The sequences of the simulation are longer than the se-
quences of the simulated congruences (to prove so, recall the word u′ de>ned thanks
to the /’s in part 2 of the proof. One elementary step in the simulation changes the
u′ by 0 or 1 elementary step), and are therefore exponential.
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